
Register as the weather understood the finest study 
in assistance verbatim landing sites explained in 
light of space created a theorizing faculty to bring 
inherent wisdom in his fundamental exiting by 
impinging consciousness in mind bear coded 
Babylon on bodies soon note this will too.
 
Word objects to refresh a letter passage worth a 
noble gesture meaning in the phrase “ha ha” the 
problematic disposition genealogical is temporary 
in relation anomaly the moral fluctuations accented 
undermines the referential
 
The specification however his attempt to intermedia 
the architectural body opens up the possibility blur 
of violence, song, the strength describes the limit of 
insanity a source text, invests, imagine the 
responsibilities which cultivate linguistic self-
reflection this dimension of negotiated tenderness.
 
The methodology of cultural ideas in the field of 
unsettle raise a cool standard, from the suburb of 
aesthetic, by passing through or beyond a 
mercurial manner, intransigent, the melody of birds 
and Beckett, we derive from an insect closer, closer 
and historically persistent.
 
A rule of space is dynamic, my white eyes fixed 
the first four stanzas neither a void nor phonetic 
doubling to have introduced inspiration, outlined 
derangement, alchemical of a higher social disgust, 
universally acknowledged
 
Angularity, clearly prefigures at times his 
descriptions, interviews and articles discursively 
exploitable, you might say, so right about 
performatives, drivel, sham scripts and the like, 
that illustrate cogently the aspirations of the middle, 
a calculated social order.
 
Another aspect, key, of fluid emanating has become 
commodity, caught up incoherent, deep furrow of 
the inside, shudder, types of reflex nothing less than 
mirrored, should be vast and ancient, should be 
outlined further, should be left alone.
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Ian Whistle
This excerpt from Ian Whiste’s Anomaly 
dissects the lingo of literary theory using 
scientific and technical terminology. The 
consistent strength of the Anomaly series is 
in Whistle’s use of collage, in the mercurial 
manner with which the poems wend their 
way across disparate language, reassem-
bling a rigorous attention to language in 
order to reflect on and investigate the roles 
of structure and meaning, even as the order 
works to deliberately trouble and unsettle.
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